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Introduction

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) are among the six most 
common cancer types in Switzerland with a stable stan-
dardized incidence rate for NHL at about 17 yearly diag-
noses in males or 12 in females per 100’000 for the last 
20 years. Standardized mortality rates decreased from 7 
deaths due to NHL to 5 per 100’000 in males and from 5 
to 3 per 100’000 in females in the same time period [1]. 
WHO classification defines B- and T-cell lymphoid ma-
lignancies and two major prognostic categories, the indo-
lent and aggressive lymphoma. The aggressive lympho-
mas are sub-grouped into diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL), follicular lymphoma grade 3, Burkitt lympho-
ma, mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) and T-cell lymphoma. 
Follicular lymphoma grade 1-2, marginal zone B-cell, 
lymphoplasmacytic and small B lymphocytic lymphoma 
are classified as indolent (Table 2). Whereas the aggressive 
lymphomas have a high curative potential, the indolent 
lymphomas are slow-growing diseases exhibiting a het-
erogeneous clinical course, with a subset of patients expe-

riencing a benign course of disease whereas others have a 
more aggressive phenotype.
In the present descriptive study, epidemiological informa-
tion from tumour registries of seventeen Swiss cantons 
have been collapsed to examine the survival patterns of 
adult patients diagnosed with malignant primary non-
Hodgkin lymphoma during the last 30 years. In the in-
ternational prognostic index (IPI) for aggressive lympho-
ma and the follicular lymphoma international prognostic 
index (FLIPI) for indolent lymphoma, age and disease 
specific characteristics but not gender are recognized as a 
prognostic factor. As in epidemiologic studies from other 
countries, we found clear survival differences between pa-
tient age-groups and NHL cell types, and minor differ-
ences between sexes in this population-based study. 

Methods

This study is based on the National Core Dataset (NCD) 
managed by the National Institute for Cancer Epidemiol-
ogy and Registration (NICER) for the purpose of national 
cancer monitoring in Switzerland. Twenty of 26 Swiss 
cantons have transmitted population-based cancer data to 
the NCD up to diagnosis date 31.12.2011. Cancer cases 
from 17 cantons were collapsed for this report: Appenzell 
Ausserrhoden (AR) and Appenzell Innerrhoden (AI), Ba-
sel-Landschaft (BL) and Basel-Stadt (BS), Fribourg (FR), 
Geneva (GE), Glarus (GL), Graubünden (GR), Lucerne 
(LU), Nidwalden (NW), Obwalden (OW), St. Gallen 
(SG), Ticino (TI), Uri (UR), Valais (VS), Zug (ZG) and 
Zurich (ZH). The cantons of Neuchâtel, Jura and Vaud 
could not be included, because they do not provide infor-
mation on patient survival to the NCD.
Cancer registries recorded all incident cancer cases diag-
nosed in their resident population and assessed cases’ sur-
vival by active and/or passive follow-up until 31.12.2011. 
We extracted 16’579 malignant primary cancer diagnoses 
for non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) from 1980 to 2011. 

Table 1. Number of 
malignant cases of 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
retrieved from the Swiss 
national dataset for 
survival analysis, by 
Swiss cantons, age 
and sex. Seventeen 
cantons are covered by 
nine cancer registries. 
The % of total person-
years represents the 
contribution to national 
estimates.
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For the cantons BL and BS the latest available year of diag-
nosis was 2009. NHL was defined by ICD-10 codes C82-
C85 and C96. Morphological types were grouped according 
to HAEMACARE [2] and grade categories were according 
to KML (Kompetenznetz Maligne Lymphome) [3].   
We excluded 17 primary diagnoses of NHL because they 
occurred after a primary NHL diagnosis in the same per-
son. Patients with different multiple primary tumours 
(21%) were included [4]. We excluded all cases diagnosed 
at death (N=471) or with a death certificate as the only 
source of information (N=230). Case finding via death 
certificates was infrequent (1%-7%, depending on cancer 
registry). Excluded were 771 cases because no active fol-
low-up has been performed. Recent active follow-up was 
lacking for 1’626 cases (i.e. follow-up before Dec 2011). 
The vital status of these cases was set lost to follow-up 
using the date of last contact. Further 175 cases were ex-
cluded because age at diagnosis was below 15 years, the 
eligibility limit in this study. A total of 14’915 cases 
(86%) remained for analysis, with 60% of observations 
uncensored (i.e. patients who have died). 
Because we did not assume survival up to 31.12.2011 in 
the absence of reported death (i.e. based on passive follow-
up alone), our survival estimates will be conservative. The 
assumption of survival in the absence of reported death 
could overestimate survival because two large registries 
did not utilize death certificates for several diagnosis 
years: ZH (1980-1996) and BS/BL (1981-2001, 2008-9). 
Completeness of case ascertainment for NHL was esti-
mated with the mortality-incidence ratio (MIR). A ratio 
above unity is suggestive of under-registration of diag-
noses. MIRs were determined for consecutive 5-year in-
tervals from 1987 to 2011 for each cancer registry and 
provided no evidence for systematic under-registration 
[1]. MIRs ranged between 0.25 and 0.35.   
Observed survival (OS) and relative survival (RS) were de-
rived for consecutive time intervals of increasing length 
after diagnosis during which the hazards were assumed 
to remain constant. Temporal divisions were 0.05, 0.1, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 years. RS was calculated 
as the ratio of the observed survival of cancer cases and 
the expected survival of persons in the general population 
matching in age, sex, calendar year of death and cantonal 
pool [5]. Expected cancer survival was estimated using the 
Ederer II method applied to all-cause mortality tables for 
the cantons combined [6]. All-cause death probabilities, 
transformed from age-, sex- and calendar year-specific 
death rates, were interpolated and smoothed using the 
Elandt-Johnson formula [7]. RS ratios were estimated us-
ing the strs command (version 1.3.7) [8] written for the 
Stata Statistical Software [9]. Period survival analysis [10], 
which defines cases by follow-up dates, was applied. RS 
estimates were age-standardized using weights specific for 
NHL from the International Cancer Survival Standards 

(ICSS) [11]. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (95% 
CI) were estimated using the delta method to a transfor-
mation of the cumulative hazard. For age-standardized 
RS, 95% CI were estimated as described in [11]. 
To test for linear time trends of RS, the annual percentage 
change and its 95% CI was estimated with the Joinpoint 
Regression Program v4.0.4 [12].

Results

This report combines more than 68’000 person-years of 
survival experience for patients diagnosed with primary 
malignant NHL (Tab. 1). The data pool contains increasing 
numbers of cancer registries over time. Until 1995, only 
the cantons AR, AI, BL, BS, GE, SG, and ZH contributed 
to the pool, whereas canton TI joined in 1996, canton FR in 
2006, canton LU in 2010, and cantons OW, NW, UR and 
ZG in 2011. Cantons without cancer registration before 
1996 contributed only 20% of the total cases. 
The case pool comprised of 7’850 male and 7’065 female 
patients (total 14’915). Age at diagnosis in our study 
ranged from the pre-defined 15 to 102 years. The median 
age at diagnosis was 66 years in men (interquartile range 
IQR 53-76) and 70 years in women (IQR 58-79). There 
was no change in median age at diagnoses over time. Al-
most half of all patients were diagnosed before their 65th 
birthday and 30% were older than 75. Information re-
garding detection of the cancer was available from the 
cantons GE, VS and FR and revealed that symptoms were 
responsible for detection in 75% of the cases. 
Tab. 2 shows that by far the most common primary malig-
nancy was diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, 30% in males 
and in females, or 2’339 male cases and 2’140 female cas-
es, respectively. Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma form part 
of the dominant group of mature B-cell neoplasms, 6’059 
cases or 78% in males and 5’551 cases or 79% in females. 
The group of mature T-cell and NK-cell neoplasms to-
talled 576 cases or 7% in males and 375 cases or 5% in 
females. Unspecified lymphoid neoplasms amounted to 
13% in both sexes, 980 male and 935 female cases. The 
majority of cases (53% in males, 49% in females) were 
high-grade (aggressive) neoplasms, 31% were low-grade 
(indolent) in males, and 35% in females. 
The survival experience at one and five years after di-
agnosis for males and females diagnosed with NHL is 
shown in Tab. 3 and in Fig. 1. Temporal survival trends 
were analysed using four consecutive time periods of five 
years duration, starting in 1992 and ending in 2011. For 
all grades of NHL combined, the age-standardized rela-
tive survival (RS) in men improved over time from 69.4 
to 84.3% and 46.7 to 68.4% for one and five years after 
diagnosis, respectively. The statistically significant an-
nual percentage changes (APC) were +1.1% and +2.3%, 
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respectively. The relative survival (RS) in women was 
generally higher compared to men, except for age 75+. 
The age-standardized RS improved over time from 73.2 
to 84.8% and 49.7 to 74.1% for one and five years after 
diagnosis, respectively. 
Grade-specific survival analysis demonstrated better sur-
vival for indolent types of malignancies as compared with 
aggressive malignancies. Positive trends for one-year as 
well as five-year relative survival are consistently more 
pronounced in aggressive types of NHL as compared to 
indolent NHL. This holds true for both sexes and all age-
groups. It is related to the generally smaller RS values 
in aggressive NHL as compared to indolent NHL, where 
the one-year RS in patients below 65 has reached a level 
indistinguishable from persons of the general population 
(i.e. RS of 100%). 
Patients above 75 years of age at diagnosis seemed to have 
gained slightly less in absolute terms than younger pa-
tients (age 15-64) if five-year RS in aggressive NHL is 
concerned. In males, the gap in RS has widened over time 
from 25% in the first time period (the difference in RS be-
tween 48.8% for age <64 and 23.6% for age >75) to 33% 
in the last time period (the difference between 71.9% for 
age <64 and 38.8% for age >75), and in females from 31 
to 41%, respectively (Tab. 3 and Fig. 1). If five-year RS in 

indolent NHL is concerned, the age gap in RS over time 
was less affected, from 26 to 22% in males and 29 to 32% 
in females. 

Discussion
 
For the first time data on NHL from seventeen Swiss can-
tons could be pooled for outcome analysis. The data spans a 
maximum time period of 30 years. There are limitations to 
our study. First, NHL is a heterogeneous disease with dif-
ferent histologic subgroups, treatment and outcomes (Table 
2, 3). Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) the most 
frequent subgroup of aggressive lymphoma is treated with 
immunochemotherapy as R-CHOP-like regimens in all 
age-groups. Roughly sixty percent of the patients are cured 
with this regimen [13]. Whereas in mantle cell lymphoma 
(MCL), accounting for an estimated 3–6% of all NHL cas-
es, immunochemotherapy is followed by high dose chemo-
therapy and autologous stem cell transplantation at least in 
transplant eligible subjects. MCL has a median overall sur-
vival of only 4–5 years. In indolent lymphomas the range 
of treatment strategies is even larger: from watch and wait, 
immunotherapy or radiotherapy alone to immunochemo-
therapy. Recurrent disease in MCL and indolent lymphoma 

Table 2.
Number of 
cases for 
malignant 
non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma by 
HAEMACARE 
groupings, 
morphological 
type, grade 
and sex, 
diagnosed 
during 
1980-2011 
in seventeen 
Swiss cantons
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is frequent. Second, missing clinical data as stage of disease 
and treatment regimen are further important limitations. 
Thus, evidence of improved outcome of NHL in this study, 
is to be interpreted with caution as the data are based only 
on the two major histologic groups of aggressive and indo-
lent lymphomas. 
In Switzerland as in other western countries, we observed 
a trend of improved relative survival of NHL over the 
time periods as well as over the age-groups (Table 3 and 
Fig 1). The results of EUROCARE-5, an European wide 
population-based study, demonstrated the largest increase 
in 5-year relative survival for DLBCL from 1997–99 to 
2006–08 with 42.0% [95% CI 40.7–43.4] to 55.4% 
[54.6–56.2], p<0.0001) and follicular lymphoma 58.9% 
[57.3–60.6] to 74.3% [72.9–75.5], p<0.0001) [14]. 
The relative survival (RS) at 5-years of the Swiss popula-
tion with aggressive lymphoma, including 56% DLBCL 
in males and 62% DLBCL in females, improved with an-
nual percentage change (APC) of 2.5% for males (95% CI 
-0.3 – 5.3) and 2.9% for females (95% CI 2.3 – 3.5). This 
corresponds to a change of 5-year relative survival from 
39% to 59% in males and 41% to 67% in females from 
the first to the last analysed period. The observed survival 
gains of 16% (males) and 21% (females) between the 2nd 

and 4th time period in Switzerland are thus slightly larger 
as compared with the gain of 13%  for DLBCL in EURO-
CARE-5, but very similar to a population-based study in 
the Netherland for DLBCL [14, 15].
Five-year relative survival of aggressive lymphoma for 
adults <65 years changed from 48.8% (males), 52.1% (fe-
males) in the time period 1992 – 1996 to 53.7% (males), 
56.6% (females) in the period 1997 – 2001. This im-
provement is most likely related to the introduction of 
intensive chemotherapy regimens combined with autol-
ogous stem cell transplantation in 1996 with improved 
supportive care [16]. The marked improvement of 5-year 
relative survival after 2002 of transplant eligible patients 
(<65 years) to 72% (males) and 82% (females) in the pe-
riod 2007 – 2011 is related to the approval of the very 
effective anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody and its addi-
tion to the standard chemotherapy regimen of CHOP in 
DLBCL in 2002. 
Unlike in other cancer types the outcome in older adults, 
65 – 74 years of age, with aggressive lymphoma improved 
as well. This may be due to the fact that this age group 
benefits of R-CHOP for DLBCL with an increased 2-year 
OS of 20% – 30% as demonstrated in a large retrospec-
tive population-based study of the province of British Co-

Table 3. Trends in 
one-year and five-year 
relative survival for 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
(NHL), expressed as 
the annual percentage 
change (APC), by sex and 
grade. Cases were pooled 
from seventeen Swiss 
cantons for successive 
five-year calendar periods 
of follow-up. Trends are 
statistically significant 
if the 95% CI excludes 
zero. 
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lumbia, Canada [18]. Interestingly 5-year relative survival 
of older males and females in our study differ by about 
10% with 58.9% and 68.5% during the last time period, 
while the 5-year relative survival for age 75+ differs only 
by about 2% with 38.8% and 40.4%, respectively. The 
observed survival advantage for females, more pronounced 
in DLBCL than follicular type lymphoma, and the loss 
of this advantage at age 75+, was also reported in a re-
cent study from Germany [17]. The difference of survival 
might be explained by the age and sex dependent clear-
ance of rituximab. Females 65 – 75 years of age have a 
much more favourable pharmacokinetic of the anti-CD20 
monoclonal antibody than males [19]. 
The outcome of patients older than 75 years, particularly 
those very old patients (>80 years), depends to a much 
lesser extent on the disease than on co-morbidities. A 
prospective study in these frail patients, combining anti-
CD20 monoclonal antibody with a dose-reduced CHOP 
regimen (R-mini-CHOP), showed promising clinical re-
sponse and 2 year OS of 59% [20]. But the majority of the 
patients are not treated with standard regimen but with-
out anthracycline-based treatment resulting in a poorer 
outcome [21, 22]. 

Follicular lymphoma is the most 
important subgroup representing 
34% of indolent lymphomas in 
males and 40% in females. Other 
subgroups are not further men-
tioned as their numbers are too 
small and treatment regimens are 
similar to follicular lymphoma 
therapy. The temporal gain of 15% 
in standardised 5-year relative sur-
vival of follicular lymphoma in EU-
ROCARE-5 [14] was similar to the 
16% (average of male and female 
gains between 2nd and 4th time pe-
riod) gain for indolent lymphoma 
in our study. The RS in Switzer-
land was about 10% higher, prob-
ably because the EUROCARE-5 
study did not separate between 
aggressive and indolent forms of 
follicular lymphoma. Although 
anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies 
were approved in Switzerland for 
the treatment of indolent lympho-
ma already in 1997, the relative 
survival improved to a somewhat 
lower extent then in the setting of 

the aggressive lymphomas. APC is expected to be smaller 
if survival is generally high but it may also be attributable 
to the fact that patients with indolent lymphoma have a 
much longer course of disease and treatment. 5-year rela-
tive survival improved accordingly in males and females 
with APC of 1.8% and 1.2% (95% CI -0.2 – 3.9 and 
0.6 – 1.9), respectively (Table 3, Fig. 1).
The study does not separate B- from T-cell lymphomas 
for the analysis of relative survival, as T-cell lymphomas 
represent only about 8 – 10% of all lymphomas. With the 
exception of mycosis fungoides, T-cell lymphomas have 
an aggressive course of disease. Although in this study not 
mentioned their outcome is still dismal without improve-
ment over the time periods. 
Overall survival of NHL in Switzerland has increased for 
all subtypes and age groups. Major improvements are seen 
for aggressive lymphoma particularly the younger, trans-
plant eligible patients <65 years.  
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Erratum to Tab. 3 of «Trends in survival from oesophageal cancer in Switzerland» published in SKB3/2014
«The designated annual percentage change (APC) was calculated erroneously per calendar period, instead of per 
annum. The correct APC and 95% CI from top row to bottom row are: 1.7 [1.2, 2.3], 2.1 [1.6, 2.6], 3.1 [2.3, 
3.9], 5.4 [4.2, 6.7], 3.0 [-0.8, 6.9], 6.0 [2.7, 9.5], 2.2 [1.8, 2.6], and 4.3 [2.2, 6.4]. Neither the description of 
results in the text nor the discussion is affected.»
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